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Acknowledging that a culture based on mortuary data from one site might "seem quite ethereal," he wrote:
"The pottery types, burial method, decorated shell gorgets, polished stone elbow pipes, copper-covered stone earspools, and great variety of shell beads, including pearls, provide sufficient contrast with other complexes in this region for one to be sure one is dealing with a unique culture." (1946:203) In fact, the Sanders assemblage was too unique.
When it came to explaining why he considered it Caddoan when it lacked every Caddoan diagnostic, particularly Caddoan pottery 2 Krieger was stumped. So he simply pronounced it Caddoan, declaring "it occupies a place in our [Caddoan] Gibson Aspect. . . despite its divergent features" (Newell and Krieger 1949:2 I 8-219) 
AN OUTPOST OF SPIROAN TRADERS?
Now there is evidence, most of it developed during the 45 years since Krieger's pronouncement, that the seemingly ethereal and locally unique Sanders assemblage-' represents an outpost of Spiroan traders who were portaging goods to and from the Red River Valley between A.D. 1100 and 1400. 2. Sanders is just west of the southern end of the shonest practical route between the Red River Valley and Spiro: up the Poteau from Spiro. then down the Kiamichi to the Red River (Figure 4) 10 4. The 21 shell gorgets include ffCraig School specimens that must have come from the Arkansas Valley, ff (Brown 1983: 150) the probable source of all the shell objects and pearls in the graves 7 . 5. Now that the Spiro pottery had been described (Brown 1971 ) , it is apparent that the pottery from che graves at Sanders is basically a Spiroan assemblage 8 . 6 . Several of the 62 pots from Sanders are impons from the Mississippi Valley (Krieger 1946:215-218) 9 . E~cept one bottle imported form the Haley phase Caddo 200 miles down the Red River (Krieger I 946: 192, Figure 15) , the rest could be imports from Spiro. 9. "Long distance walking, running, or dancing," "carrying loads on the back" and "carrying loads on the head" were unusually important activities for the Sanders people, according to a recent study of degenerative joint disease in the skeletons (Wilson 1993: 8-9) I. Bois d'arc is to this day known to bowyers and archers as one of the two best 15 bow woods in the world (Peattie !'953:480; Laubin and Laubin 1980 : 59: Hamm ttJ89:22: Hamm 1992 : Atwill 1992 (Webb and McKinney 1975: 104-108, Figs. 5 and 15; Webb 1984: 18, Slide 55) . This was exactly the weight 19 of by Saxton Pope (1962: 14-15) , who judged it the strongest, best shooting specimen of 1he dozens of aboriginal bows he tested.
3. Caddoan bois d'arc bows that could "with great ease throw the Arrow entirely through a Buffaloe" (Flores 1984: 165-170) :!0 were in g reat demand in the eighteenth century (Swanton I 942: 138) 21 . Swanton (1942:37) , noting that in the nineteenth century the Tewa were using bois d'arc bows obtained in trade with the Comanche or some other tribe living east of them, speculated that the "1urquoises 22 and co1ton blankets" members of the De Soto expedition saw among the Hasinai had been obtained in exchange for bois d'arc bows.
4. By the nineteenth century the Osage were purveying bois d'arc (alias Osage orange) bows~3 to Plains tribes as far north as the Blackfoot (Catlin 1973 :32: Peattie 1953 :480: Hamm 1989 . In 18IO the trade value of a bois d'arc bow was one horse and one blanket (Peattie 1953 :480) 25 . 5. Bois d'arc was on the cusp of extinction by the end of the Pleistocene. It had reached that state due to the extinction of the one or several species of Pleistocene megafauna (possibly horses. ground sloths or mammoths) that once dispersed it by consuming its fruit and spreading its large seeds (Janzen and .\ltartin 1982:17; Delcourt and Delcourt l991 :27)c. 6 . 6. Before Europeans replanted it over m<Y.it of its former range and exported it as far as Australia. i1 was reduced 10 two known relict stands, the largest evidenrly entirely 1,vithin the territory of the Red River Caddo ! Flores 1984 Flores : 260-261 n.22• : 1985 114. n.29> the other a tiny s1and in the Rio Grande Valley in Texas (Burton 1973 : Figure I: Pea11ie 1953 
7. By the 18th cenrur:. the best --if not the only --supply of this wood chat was suitabk for bow making was a dense three 10 six mile wide stand o n the tlood--, plain of a stream that French traders had aptly named "Bois d'arc Bayou" by about 1730 (Flores 1984; 330 n. 14) .
Volume 6, Number 1 8. The Sanders site overlooks this bayou (Krieger 1946: Fig. 9 ), now called Bois d'Arc Creek ( Figure   5 ).
CONCLUSIONS
The Sanders site was an important entrepot in a complex Spiroan trade network 28 in which Caddoan bois d'arc bows were a key commodity (Figure 6 ).
I . There Spiroan traders exchanged Mississippian prestige goods with the hierarchically organized, basically Southeastern Red River Caddo, who could appreciate and use them 29 , for bois d 'arc bows that only they could provide.
2. The Spiroans portaged these bows north to the Arkansas Valley, then west to the Southern Plains where bands of hunters, who would have had little use for Mississippian prestige goods, were willing to exchange buffalo hides, meat and tallow for superior bows 30 . 3. The Spiroans canoed the "buffalo products"31 they received for the bows down the Arkansas River to the Mississippi Valley where Middle Mississippians were willing to exchange prestige goods for the hides, meat and tallow that were in increasingly short supply in their populous land.
ENDNOTES
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years since Krieger (1946:201-203) published his description of the Sanders "focus." That is true. Krieger himself (1946:201) named three (Yarbrough and Joslin in the upper Sabine drainage in east Texas, and Pat Boyd in Choctaw County, Oklahoma) and referred to, but did not name, 12 to 15 others supposedly represented by surface collections ( 1946: 172) . Other sites with alleged components, suspected components, or assemblages that seem to include some "Sanders Focus material" that have been identified since then by various archeologists (see Suhm, Krieger and Jelks 1954:77; Wyckoff 1971:86; Davis 1970:42 (Watt, 1961 (Watt, , 1965 ; the Harling (aka Morgan) Mound in Fannin County, Texas (Davis 1982a; 1962b) ; Lacy in Henderson County, Texas (Story 1965) ; Gossett Bottoms in Kaufman County, Texas (Story 1965) ; Sam Kaufman in Red River County, Texas (Skinner, Harris and Anderson 1969) and, in Choctaw County Oklahoma, Nelson, Cook (Bell and Baerreis 1951 :48-53, Wyckoff 1971:86) , Hugo Dam (Burton 1970) and Pat Boyd (Rohrbaugh 1973) .
The trouble with this impressive looking list is that, with the possible exception of the Pat Boyd site (which could be the remains of one of the Spiroan traders' way-stations that must have existed on the route from Sanders to Spiro, if my interpretation of the Sanders site is right) there isn't a plausible documented Sanders "focus" --or Sanders phase --assemblage on it. It is entirely a product of poor archeology (particularly poor ceramic typology) on the part of numerous practitioners. The alleged ceramic relationships upon which most "Sanders focus" identifications are based (a few, such as the identification of the Harling Mound are simply guesses based on no artifacts at all) are too flimsy to be taken seriously by anyone but a true believer in the reality of the Sanders "focus", a construct that remains hypothetical 51 years after it was launched. The Sanders site mortuary assemblage on which it was based (possibly erroneously, there being no evidence that the 21 graves Krieger reported all pertained to a single "Sanders focus" component, he just assumed they did) has not been found elsewhere in the Red River Valley, despite the wealth of mortuary data that ltas come out of that area in the last 50 years, and to this day nothing that could be called a Sanders focus domestic assemblage has been isolated and properly defined at Sanders or any other site. 5 For example, the copper "Long-nosed God" ornaments, the Tennessee-Cumberland area "cloud-blower pipe, " and the frog effigy pipe from the Gahagan site (Webb and Dodd 1939; Webb and Gregory 1978:6; Moore 1912:Figs. 13 -16; frontispiece, Phillips and Brown 1978; X and XI) . See comments on some of these artifacts by Philip Phillips and others in Davis 1961 :120-121) , by and by Webb and Gregory (1986:7) .
As Webb observed in an early summary paper (1958:55): "There are numerous evidences of a strong tradition of overland travel and trade throughout the Caddoan area and at a11 time levels". Later he noted (Webb and McKinney 1975: 122 ) that one of the key characteristics of the high status 14 graves at all the early Caddo ceremonial centers is "the evidence of trade and ceremonial intercommunication over distances of hundreds of miles.
• I suspect that virtually all prestige goods found on Caddo sites in the Red River Valley and adjacent parts of Arkansas, Texas and Louisiana are imported Mississippian prestige goods. This would include all effigy pipes, all large bifaces, all shell work, all copper work, all ear spools, and probably most celts and spuds, particularly those of igneous rock. It might even include engraved pottery of the supposedly quintessentially Caddoan type Holly Fine Engraved. The central Mississippi Valley, where the technique of engraving designs on ornaments and containers of bone and shell has a long history, is at least as likely a source for this pottery as Middle America, the derivation suggested by Webb and Gregory (1986:5) . Considering Phillips and Brown's (1978: 169) conclusion that "the lower Mississippi Valley and the lower Red River Valley cannot have constituted the route by which the medium of engraved shell reached the Caddoan area," there is no plausible stylistic or ) , J distributional basis for supposing that any of the Sanders shell inventory came from anywhere but the Arkansas Valley via an overland route from Spiro.
Even the freshwater beads and pearls must be imports because throughout its Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas and north Louisiana reaches, the Red River is too salty to support significant populations of freshwater shellfish. Except fossilized "oyster" shell, shellfish do not appear on the extensive list of minerals, animals and plants observed or collected by Custis during the Freeman-Custis expedition (Flores 1984: 215-279) . According to Flores (1984: 208, note 44 ) the salinity comes from the great Permian salt bed which underlies much of the course of the Red River across the southern plains and it is significant; Custis reported that "The Water of Red River above the Coushatta Village [in northwest Louisiana] is so strongly impregnated with salt as to render it unfit to drink. When the water is low we find the Sand beaches rendered white with salt" (Flores 1984:208) .
8 Unbeknownst to Krieger in 1976, his type Sanders Plain, which dominates the mortuary assemblage at the Sanders site, is the predominant fine ware type at Spiro where Brown has recognized that it is a regional variant of the Mississippi Valley type Old Town Red (Brown 1971: 164-170; Schambach 1993a: 212-213 ).
Although he did not have the data necessary to see the Spiroan affinities of the Sanders pottery, Krieger (1946: 217) was aware of its numerous Middle Mississippian affinities. Noting "some thread of connection in the direction of the Ohio-Mississippi confluence," he commented on the resemblance of "at least one" Sanders bowl to the Cahokia type Monks Mound Red. He also noted that the engraving on his type Sanders Engraved resembled the "engraved motifs found in the central Mississippi basin" and that some Sanders Engraved pots resembled the 'bean pots' in the Spoon River and Trappist foci in southern Illinois." And he noted the Central Mississippi Valley affinities of certain auributes of his other new Sanders types, Monkstown Fingernail Punctated (as the type was then called) and Maxey Noded Redware.
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Volume 6, Number 1 9 Krieger ( 1946:216-218) recognized that three or four of the 62 pots from the graves at Sanders, such as a "tripartite" bottle, a negative painted bottle and the two "bean pots" mentioned in the previous note were imports from the Mississippi Valley. This opens the possibility that, except one bottle Krieger himself considered an import form about 200 miles down the Red River in Arkansas, all the pots from the graves at Sanders were imported from the Arkansas Valley, if not farther east and north.
10 When she compared the Sanders skeletons with Caddoan skeletons from the Hatchel-Mitchell site located 120 miles down the Red River from Sanders, Dow ( 1987) discovered that the two populations were genetically different. Having no inkling that the Sanders population might not have been Caddoan, she tried to explain the differences by raising the archeologically unsupported possibility that the Sanders people were interbreeding with some Plains population. 11 Jackson (see Burnett 1990: 393-398) found the infection rate in the adult population at Sanders "dramatically" high compared to Caddoan populations in the Red River Valley, which exhibit low infection rates. She identified lesions of two types, osteitis and osteomyelitis, both unreported for early Caddo populations in the Red River Valley but grimly characteristic of the Spiro phase population of the Arkansas Valley where skeletons from the Morris and Horton sites evince an "epidemic" of endemic syphilis or some other fonn of treponemal infection of childhood (Burnett 1988:212-214) . From this (and the abundant archeological evidence indicating a strong Arkansas Valley connection) I infer that the adults buried in archeologically confinnable "Sanders Focus" graves at the Sanders site were immigrants who grew up in the Arkansas Valley (Schambach 1993b: 14) .
orange. O1her names for it are: bodark, hedge, hedge apple, Osage apple, horse apple, mock orange, bow wood and yellow wood (Burton 1973:4) .
14 Caddo pots, arrow points, Red River Caddo pipes, Catahoula sandstone abraders and items of a few other types were traded up the overland route to Spiro and points north and east (Schambach I 993b: I 5) but I doubt they were the main reason Spiroan traders were moving high value pres1ige goods such as conch shell cups, engraved shell gorgets, and zoomorphic and anthropomorphic stone pipes the 150 miles from Spiro. 15 The qualities that make it superior are its high elasticity --it is difficult to break a bois d'arc bow or wear one out --and its high speed of recovery when the bow is bent and released. Thus bois d'arc bows were more durable and would shoot arrows significantly faster, harder and fanher than bows of all other woods available to the Indians east of the Rocky Mountains (Hamm 1989:13-23) .
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The other is yew. Yew (Pacific yew) was available along the Northwest Coast but apparently not widely traded east of the Rockies, so bois d ' arc was the best bow wood available in Eastern North America, the Plains and the Southwest (Peattie 1953:480; Laubin and Laubin 1980:59; Hamm 1989:22; Hamm 1992; Atwill 1992) . 17 ln his classic study in 1923 of aboriginal bows from around the world Saxton Pope (I 962: 14-15) found most North American specimens either weak or difficult to shoot. The outstanding exception, obtained from a Yaqui Indian, was " .. . a much used bow, of Osage orange or bois d'arc" which he judged "a strong, useful ... pleasant bow to shoot ... it pulls 70 pounds and casts the flight arrow 210 yards. " "This," he wrote, "is the best distance made by any aboriginal bow in our tests, and speaks well for the wood employed."
The esteem of modern archers and bowyers for this wood was shared by Indian archers and bowyers, and by early European observers who saw or heard tell of bows of Maclura pomifera in action. Around 1920 16 an old Omaha bow maker told Francis La Flesche: "The Osage and the Kansa had the best and most cosily lbowsl. This remark does not refer to the making but to 1he quality of the wood . This wood was called by the Osage and Kansa minn' -dse-sta, smooth-bow and by the Omaha, Zhon-zi , ycllowwood, the most serviceable of any of the bow woods. The yellow-wood was called by 1he French, bois d'arc" (La Flesche I 924: 112) . "So much do the savages esteem 1he wood of chis tree for the purpose of making their bows, " wrote Meriwether Lewis to Thomas Jefferson in 1804, "that they travel many hundred miles in quest of it " (Jackson 1962: 171 ) . In 1806, Peter Custis said of the Red River Caddo, then (as we will see) al the end of what had been at least an 800 year tradition of making and using bows of Maclura pomifera: "They have some firearms among them, but their principal weapon is the Bow and Arrow, which they wield with astonishing dexteri1y & force. --It is said they can with great ease throw the Arrow entirely through a Buffaloe" (Flores 1984: 169-170 There are three reasons for the survival of these 900 to 1000 year old bows. One is that 1he heartwood of bois d'arc "is 1he most decay resistant of all North American timbers, mainly because it contains an antifungal agent" (Burton 1973:5) . Another is that the exceptionally deep grave pits characteristic of early Caddo burial mounds sometimes penetrated the water table beneath the mounds, as did Burial 5, Mound 5 at Mounds Plantation, creating a favorably moist environment for the preservation of wood. Third, the almost routine occurrence in early Caddo graves of clusters of arrow points probably representing quivers or bundles o f arrows suggests that Caddo males were generally buried with bows and arrows at their sides. 18 Although 1his is probably the oldest surviving example from eastern North America, at least, the technique of "recurving" the tips of a bow to improve the "cast, " (i.e, to make it shoot an arrow faster and thus with a flatter trajectory) was widely known and used in aboriginal North America (Laubin and Laubin I 980: 20) . A good seventy pound bow with recurved tips will shoot about 30 feet per second faster than the 150 to l 70 feet per second that a good seventy pound long bow is capable of. The extra 30 feet per second makes the recurved bow a more accurate long range (30 to 50 yard) weapon than an unmodified long bow (Hamm 1992:24-25 ; Wallentine 1988:27: Laubin and Laubin 1980:20) .
19 Among modern archers, only the very strong and very experienced can handle a 70 pound long bow.
Most prefer bows in the 55 to 65 pound range, which are powerful enough for any big game in North America, including buffalo. 20 An old and oft-repeated story among travelers on the Plains, beginning with Castenada's chronicle of the 1540 Coronado expedition where it is reported that a "Teya" Indian shot an arrow through both shoulders of a buffalo (Laub in and Laubin l 980: I 6-17). Given good archers wielding powerful 60 and 70 pound bows at short range, this probably happened now and then, provided the arrow missed the bone.
21 And earlier; according to Swanton (1942: 138) , "the Kadohadacho country was famous for its bow wood, the Osage orange or bois d'arc. Joutel [who was in the Red River Valley in 1687 states that Indians came to their country to get it from distances of 50 or 60 leagues, and that two Caddo Indians joined his party on their way to the Quapaw to barter bows and arrows for products to be had along the Mississippi." 22 Significant numbers of turquoise beads and pendants have been found at the Sanders site by surface hunters (David Jurney, personal communication, 1994) , at the Goss site directly across Bois d' arc Creek from the Sanders site (Housewright 1946) , and at the nearby Sam Kaufman site (Skinner, Harris and Anderson 1969: I 3) . Since turquoise is not found on sites farther east in the Red River Valley or in the
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Volume 6, Number 1 adjacent uplands of southwest Arkansas, northeast Texas and northwest Louisiana, but only in the vicinity of the Sanders site where (as I argue further on) the only native stands of bois d'arc in the world were to be found , Swanton was probably right that Southwestern Indians were trading turquoise for bois d'arc bows. 23 
Bows remained popular among mounted Plains
Indian buffalo hunters long after the introduction of muzzle-loading guns. The reason is apparent in this 1851 description by Rudolph Frederick Kurz of shooting buffalo from horseback with a muzzle loader. "The hunter chases buffaloes at full gallop, discharges his gun, and reloads without slackening speed. To accomplish this he holds the weapon close within the bend of his left arm and, taking the powder horn in his right hand, draws out with his teeth the stopper, which is fastened to the horn 10 prevent its being lost, shakes the requisite amount of powder into his left palm, and again closes the powder horn. Then he grasps the gun with his right hand, holding it in a vertical position, pours the powder down the barrel, and gives the gun a sidelong thrust with the left hand, in order to shake the powder well through the priming hole into the touch pan (hunters at this place discard percussion caps as not practical).
"Now he takes a bullet from his mouth and with his left hand puts it into the barrel, where, having been moistened by spittle it adheres to the powder. He dares never hold his weapon horizontal, that is, in position taken when firing, for fear the ball may stick fast in its course, allowing sufficient air to intervene between powder and lead to cause an explosion and splinter the barrel. So long as the ball rolls freely down there is no danger. Hunters approach the buffaloes so closely that they do not take aim but, lifting the gun lightly with both hands, point in the direction of the animal's heart and fire. They are very often wounded on the face and hands by the bursting gu~ barrels, which, especially when the weather is extremely cold are shattered as easily as glass" (Hanson 1959: 127-128) . 24 Although there is no doubt that bois d'arc bows were widely distributed on the Plains, the evidence that the Osage were the middlemen in the trade of these bows to the central and northern Plains tribes seems co be entirely circumstantial. While I am still hopeful, I have not been able to find historical confirmation that the Osage actually traded bois d'arc bows or bow staves to anyone. Thus my assertion that they "were purveying" them to the Plains tribes is an inference based mainly on these three pieces of evidence: (I) the fact that the wood was so strongly associated with them that it came to be known as "Osage orange" rather than bois d ' arc during the nineteenth century; (2) the fact that they had the reputation of having "rhe best and mostly costly ... 25 In 1832, when the value of horses was probably already a bit lower on and near the Central Plains than it was in 1810, George Catlin traded two horses, bought from a local trader ar $25 each, for a Mandan headdress he craved, apparently the one depicted in his painting of the Mandan chief Mah-to-toh-pah. or "Four Bears" (Catlin 1973: 101 and Frontispiece) . Since a bois d'arc bow was worth more than a horse in the Plains Indian exchange system circa 1810, one blanket more to be exact, bois d'arc bows would have been worth at least $25 each in U.S. currency.
Considering the wages being paid in that area circa 1810, that would have been a significant sum of money. For example, in 1804 "A blacksmith was sent to the Big Osage village at a salary of four hundred dollars per year" (Din and Nasatir 1983: note 11) , or about a dollar and a quarter a day for a six day week. And in 1806, Peter Custis's pay as co-leader and chief scientist on the Freeman-Custis expedition up the Red River was "three dollars a day" plus expenses (Rowland 1930; 189) . Assuming that the blacksmith's $400 per annum would have been equivalent to minimum wage today (@ $4.50 an hour or $8640 a year), a bois d'arc bow would have been 18 worth about $540 in 1995 dollars. As it happens, modern bowyers generally charge $500 to $600 for custom made bois d'arc bows.
The relative value of horses, and --it would appear --of bois d'arc bows as well, in the Plains Indian prestige goods economy in the first few decades of the nineteenth century can be deduced from Catlin's (1973; 101) explanation for why he had to trade fifty dollars-worth of horses for his Mandan headdress. "I have had abundant opportunity," he wrote, "of learning the great value which these people sometimes aHach to .. . items of dress and ornament" r such as head dresses/ "and I have oflen been surprised at the prices demanded for them. " Head dresses were, he explained (1973: IOI) , "the most costly part of an Indian's dress in all this country ... owing to the difficulty of procuring .... the war-eagles ' or ravens quills and ermine" of which they were "generally made" ... "the war eagle being the 'rara avis' and the ermine the rarest animal that is found in the country. The tail of a war-eagle in this village, provided it is a perfect one . . . will purchase a tolerable good horse."
Since a bois d 'arc bow was worth more than a horse in 1810, it was probably also worth more than a "war eagle tail", and two bows were probably worth as much as a whole head dress, surely one of the most valuable items in the Plains Indian prestige goods economy. 26 I now doubt that this stand, which is reportedly at a place called Bois d'arc Spring in Big Bend National Park is natural. Peattie (1953:480) , who is the only one to claim it is a natural stand, offers no justification for doing so. The name suggests the trees came from the Red River Valley as seeds or seedlings.
27 I hate to beg the question on this point, but this subject is too complicated 10 be dealt with in an end note. As I will demonstrate in a forthcoming publication based on a paper presented at a recent conference (Schambach 1994) , close reading of sources pertinent to the distribution of bois d'arc from the seventeenth century through the first decades of the nineteenth century (Jackson 1962: 170-171 ; McDennott 1963:94n.55, 1 11,114, ll4n.121 , 121 ; Rowland 1930; 162-174; Flores 1984:39, 92-93, 193 n.35, 260, 327-330, 330 n.14; Flores 1985: 119 n.29; Lottinville 1980: 131-132, 158, 172-173, 177; Bushnell 1927:7-8, Pl. 3; Bell and Weddle I 987:255) , and of sources pertinent to the ecological requirements and evolutionary history of the species (Burton 1972:4-5; Smith and Perino 1981:28-30, Fig. 2; Winberry 1979; Brown 1986:53; Janzen and Martin 1982:27) , indicates that the distribution of bois d'arc circa 1700 was probably considerably more limited than that suggested by the regional environmental historian, Flores (1984:260-261 n.224; 1985: I 14, n.29) , which is dramatically more limited than even the most conservative distribution proposed by the botanists, who have generally misunderstood the historical data.
Implausible as it may sound, a good case can be made for the hypothesis that as of 1700 all the bois d'arc in the world was growing along Bois d'arc Creek and perhaps a few other nearby streams meandering through the Blackland Prairie in northeast Texas. Considering the unusual ecological and evolutionary status of the species at the time of European contact (Janzen and Martin I 982:27) , namely that it was probably virtually extinct for want of an animal vector that could disperse its seeds efficiently and in the right environments, even the stands Nuttall ( 1980: 172-178 ) discovered on the north side of the Red River in 1819 may not have been natural. They might have been recently established by the horses that Spanish expeditions accidentally introduced into that part of the Red River Valley in 1689-91 (Flores 1985: 102, n.8) , and that quickly proliferated, taking the place of the one or more extinct or extirpated Pleistocene species --perhaps horses --that Janzen and Martin (1982) suggest must have dispersed and propagated bois d' arc originally.
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Volume 6, Number I area. 29 am beginning to suspect there was more involved than mere "appreciation" and "use" of Mississippian prestige goods on the pan of an established and fundamentally independent Caddo hierarchy. According to one of the basic tenants of world-system theory (e.g., Champion 1989; Dincauze and Hasenstab 1989) , participation in the Mississippian prestige goods economy via trade in bois d'arc bows (manufactured by craftsmen living up and down the Red River) could have helped sustain the Early Caddo chiefdoms of the Red River Valley, perhaps considerably, and it may even have helped create them.
Obviously, this is another idea that can't be dealt with in an end note, but --for two reasons, mainly --1 think it is worth pursuing. One is that Mississippian prestige goods are characteristic of all the early Red River Valley centers (end note 5) and, if anything, they seem to be most abundant at the earliest ones. The other is that in the Ouachita and Little Missouri drainages, where there was no bois d'arc, we have found no ceremonial centers as early as Crenshaw, Bowman, Mounds Plantation, and Gahagan, and no early Mississippian prestige goods to speak of. 30 I think that is where many of them went but, considering the obvious superiority of bois d'arc bows to any other kind, others must have gone east and northeast to Cahokia via Spiro (Lafferty 1994:201) and other Mississippian centers just as they were being traded east tot he Mississippi Valley in 1687 (Swanton 1942: 138) . 31 There is (Schambach 1993a:198-199 ) good evidence that from at least A.D. 1100 (Dillehay 1974 to the contrary notwithstanding; Davis 1987: 119) "bison hides were being processed in a big way at habitation sites throughout the Arkansas Valley from the Forks of the Arkansas to Spiro" . So there is archeological support for my argument that buffalo products were being canoed down the Arkansas, and probably the Canadian as well, to Spiro. Vogel (l 974:250, 252) states that during the historic period in the terriiory that is now Oklahoma "buffalo en masse did not appear east of the 97th meridian, latitude 37 degrees" and that "the 97th parallel represented the eastern extension of buffalo at the Arkansas River, curving nonheastwards in the direction of the Kansas River, and sweeping sharply to the southwest near the Canadian River". Perhaps that wasn't true circa A.D. 1000. But supposing that it was, and supposing that Spiroan traders interested in trading bois d'arc bows for buffalo products would have established entrepots at points where major rivers entered the buffalo country, we would expect to find entrepot sites on the Arkansas River in the vicinity of Arkansas City --and assuming the "buffalo line" curved southwest from there to the Canadian River, as Vogel's statement seems to indicate --on the North Canadian in the vicinity of Oklahoma City; there mjght be another on the Cimarron between Perkins and Guthrie.
I think one of these entrepots has already been found, namely the mysterious Nagle site (Shaeffer J 957), known only from 16 graves salvaged from a cemetery of (as everyone now seems to agree) Spiroans who died 170 miles from home in central Oklahoma l 993b:25, 26, n.20, n.2 19) . Brooks ( 1994:3 I 9-321 ) has argued , on an ad hoc basis, chat "it appears that the Nagle people were a refugee population from the Spiro site . . .. a lineage or population group that was forced to emigrate". Since the site is on the North Canadian Ri ver a half mile north and two miles east of Oklahoma City, i.e., between 27 and 28 degrees west of the 97th meridian, I think they were Spiroan traders and their families who had established an entrepot on what was then the eastern edge of good buffalo country.
